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Cerenkov radiation was observed for the first time from protons" The 

. directional character of the radiation was verified as well as its dependence on 

proton energy" The results are used to calculate the energy of the protons which 

show agreement with other methods" further refinements in the experiment may be 

expected" 

Cerenkov radiation* is essentially an electromagnetic shock wave excited by 
- , 

the pas sage 0 f a charged particl e through a medi urn. with a greater vel oci ty than 

the velocity of electromagnetic radiation in that mediumo This is analogous to 

the shockwave observed from a high velocity projectile in airo 

The geometry of the shock wave is readily calculable from a Huygens wave con= 

structiono The wave front is a cone with its apex at the parti.cle and axis along 

the path of the particle" By observing that the spherical wave initiated a time 

~t ago 'has now reached a radius of v6t, while the particle has tr~veled a dis

tance vl1t (V :: velocity of electromagnetic radiation.., v :: velocity of the particle) 

one can calculate the angle..,9,1) between the nonnal to the wave front and the path 

of the particle" 

I 
I 
I 

, , 
... , , 

v/).t v 
cos e -- = 

v/).t v 

* Po Ao' Cerenkov ..,Comptes Rendus Acado Sci" USSR 8.., .451 (1934) 
It) Frank and Igo Tamm,l) Comp~es Rendus Acado Sci7' USSR 141) 109 (1937) 
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To calcul-a:t-e the ray direction of the Cerenkov radiation one uses the phase 

velocit~ for V so that c/V is strictly the index of refraction; n9 while vic is 

commonly designated ~o Thus: 

cos e =-1 
np 

This angle is the only characteristic of Cerenkov radiation that has been 

rigorously checkedo To calculate the intensity requires a theory of the interaction 

between the particle and the radiation. ExperimentallYD the intensity is less readily 

checked although the results .have always been approximately in agreement vdth Frank 

and Ta~~ls original derivation for .Vhich the number of quanta ill~ released in the 

frequency range d V in the path length 1- is: 

211 
dN ---

137 

(Hote: 
, 

e is a function of V if n is a function of V 0) Integrated over 

the visible region this is abo~t: 

500 sin2 e visible quanta 
em: of path 

This intensity is low compared to that usually obtained from fluorescence and the 

energy lost is insignificant compared to that lost by ionizationo 

Proof of the existence of Cerenkov radiation consists of showing the unique 

angular distribution of the light as all other usual sources of light pro·duction 

would give a broader angular distribution and a different dependence of the angle 

n on the particle velocltyo 

Cerenkov radiation was observed from 345 Mev protons (13 = 0 0 682) in the de

flected beara of the 184-inch cyclotron. Two types of material were ~sed: (1) extra 

dense flint glass (n '" 1 0 925), and (2) amorphous silver chloride (n = 2 0 07)0 

Visible light leaving the material close to a plane containing the proton 

bearn was collected by a spherical mirror ond focussed to a ring above and paralleled 

-t-Jthe plane (Figo 1)0 A photographic plate placed at this focus detected the 
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radiation& If the radiation were enli tted in all directions the plate would show 

a uniformly blackened ringo If the radiation emitted in this plane were confined 

to a small segment of arc only a small segment of the circle on the plate would be 

blackened and the direction of this blackening would correspond to the direction 

,~ of the 'light emitted in the planeo 

The direction of the Cerenkov light ray is modified by refraction at the sur-

face of the materiaL Since the Cerenkov radiation is formed throughout a volume 

of' the material a curved surface will diffuse the light and only the light coming 

through plane surfaces on the material can be expected to show a. highly directional 

charactero If the light does not emerge normal to the surface the observed angle 

must be corrected for refractiono 

The silver chI ori desampl e, was in the shape of a square pri sm and placed with 

the proton 'beam directed along a diagonal.. A fairly sharply defined ray of light 

was observed from each forWard face while none was observed from the backward faces o 

,., 

This was repeated using 3018 cmo and 5 0 05 Cffi o copper absorbers to reduce the energy 

of the proton beSIn o • The observed angles were approximately those expected for 

Cerenkov radiationo The absence of light from the backward faces proves that this 

cannot be isotropic radiation focussed in some peculiar manner by the shape of the 
.~ 

material o (Figures 2, 3 3 40) 

The glass sample was in the form of a semicircular cylinder and becaus~ it 

had only one plane face only one sharply defined ray of li~ht was obtained from ito 

The angle observedj) 'f D the angle co.rrected for refradtion~ ea the calculated -
. ~-

~ of the particle g and from this the calculated kinetic energys Wa of the proton 

beam is given in the table below and compared,vith good values of the energy ob-

tained from range measurements by other experimenterso 

The values of the proton energy obtained from this experiment are assigned 

probable errors calculated from the estimated uncertainties in measuring f and 

the index of refractiono That these results agree wi thin thi s error with the 

.' 
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range experiments is encouraging~ The crudeness of the equipment used does not 

just.ify further correction in the data and these probable errors w~ll not be re-

duced unti~ better equipment is designed and builto 

This experiment has not fully exploited the possibilities of using Cerenkov 

radiation f01· proton energy measurement$ but it has proved the exi.stence of Cerenkov 

radiation from protons and tested the validity of the theoretical calculations~ 

Table of Experimental Results 

Material fC±20) e(±20) ~ W W (range) 
.. 

41066 
...... .-

Glass 4500° 00 694 366£35 346 
(n=1 0 925) 

4103 . 40" 7 00 685 3bU±35 

AgCl 43.8 4404 0,,689 357±30 
(neol2,,07) 

Glass 3000 34 0 9 00632 273.:1;,21 271 
(3018 ems o 

AgCl 3700 4102 0,,641 284:J:l9 Cu absorber) 
.-

Glass 29,,2 29 0 6 00 597 231:1:13 234 
(5 0 05 ems. 

AgCl , 23 0 8 34 0 9 00589 223:1:12 Cu absorber) 

. '. :.~ .'.:;. 

.,. 
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SPH ERICAL~, 
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FIG. I 

FIG. 2 

FIG. 3 

FIG.' 4 

AgCI CUBE 

346 MEV PROTONS 
POSITIVE PRINT 

AgCI CUBE 

277 MEV PROTONS 
POSITIVE PRINT 

A gel CUBE 
234 MEV PROTONS 
POSITIVE PRI NT 




